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Foreword from the Director General
of the NCC
The NCC is the UK trade body for the tourer, motorhome, holiday home and
park home industries. Founded in 1939, our membership encompasses all
sectors of the industry: manufacturers, dealerships and distributors, park
owners and specialist suppliers of products and services. We also founded,
and are a key member of, the European Caravan Federation, which promotes
and strengthens the interests and influence of the industry within the
European Community.
Our vision is for a self-regulated, efficient and competitive UK market
and industry that treats consumers fairly, delivers high levels of customer
satisfaction and provides full protection and access to redress should this
be needed.
To help us achieve this, the NCC has developed this Motorhome Sales Code
of Practice as the basis of the NCC Approved Dealership scheme. It is for the
benefit and protection of Motorhome Owners and sets out the principles
of good practice and minimum standards that must be followed by scheme
members when selling new and used Motorhomes and associated services.
In addition, it acts as a benchmark of best practice against which scheme
members’ performance towards meeting the Code can be assessed.
On the following pages, you will find outlined the commitments our scheme
members make to you. In recognising the important role that you, as a
consumer, have in the buying and selling process, they also offer you valuable
advice and recommendations to make sure you get the right Motorhome or
accessory you want and the best possible service.
We commend this Code of Practice to you and wish you many happy years of
motorhoming.
Yours faithfully

John Lally
NCC Director General
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Our members’ advice and
recommendations to you
1. General
If anything is not clear to you, at any stage of your dealings with us, please clarify it with us or
take advice as necessary before you commit yourself to any transaction.

2. Research before buying
Likely Usage - Try to define what you will mainly use the Motorhome for (e.g. driving in the UK
or Europe, long or short distance travel/breaks, family requirements, supporting sporting or
personal interests etc.)
Running Costs - Estimate your likely running costs in terms of insurance, consumables, winter
storage requirements, etc.
Suitability - Research the type and model of Motorhome you are considering purchasing to
ensure that it meets your requirements.
New or Used? - Consider whether you want to buy a new or a used Motorhome.
Licence OK? - Check that your driving licence covers you to drive the Motorhome of
your choice.
Offers - Research product offers as widely as possible.

3. Ordering your motorhome
Insurance - Check whether your chosen insurance policy requires fitment of any specific
security devices or systems (and if so, under what circumstances, e.g. winter storage) and/or
whether these may qualify for insurance discounts.
Special Needs - Inform us of any special needs relating to the Motorhome as we cannot advise
the suitability of a model for any particular purpose if you do not explain that purpose, e.g.
disability requirements, the number of berths required, etc.
Specification - Check that the specification and appearance of the Motorhome you are
ordering from us matches your requirements, as some features are often optional or
substitutable extras.
Ordering at a Show - If you are buying a Motorhome at a show or exhibition, you should
always enquire about delivery to you and where the Motorhome you are purchasing can be
serviced or repaired under the manufacturer’s warranty.
Deposits - When making a deposit, make sure everything is clear to you, or take advice as
necessary to understand how it is secured and the cancellation terms.
Part Exchanges - Where you are offering a Motorhome as a part exchange, you should be able
to prove you are the registered keeper and confirm that it has no outstanding finance on it or
has not been written off in an accident, as these may invalidate the sale and part exchange.
Final Check - Do not sign the Order Form until you are completely satisfied.

4. Handover
Take your time - Please allow sufficient time, particularly if you are new to motorhoming, for
us to provide you with a detailed handover of your Motorhome which includes instruction on
all appliances.
Feedback - Please participate in the Consumer Feedback survey to allow us to improve our
service to you.
continued...
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Our members’ advice and
recommendations to you
continued...

5. Warranties
Purpose of Warranty - Please remember that a manufacturer’s new product warranty is a
simple and straightforward method for allowing any faults of manufacture to be corrected at
no cost to the consumer, without the necessity of pursuing legal remedies against the seller.
Warranty Conditions - Take advice as necessary to ensure that you are aware of and fully
understand all aspects of the new product warranty, including the servicing criteria and
specifically the service intervals in terms of time periods.
Service and repairs - If you use an independent service/repair centre, ensure that the service
and/or repair is completed according to the manufacturer’s requirements. In general terms
warranty repair work will only be covered at no cost to you as long as it is undertaken by a
centre authorised by the manufacturer or warranty provider.
Approved Workshop Scheme (AWS) - We recommend you always choose a service/repair
centre that is an AWS member. Find your nearest AWS member at
www.approvedworkshops.co.uk
Keeping Records - After the expiry of any warranty, keep records of work completed,
including detailed invoices, particularly if your Motorhome is serviced by an independent
service/repair outlet. An Approved Workshop Scheme (AWS) member will always provide you
with written, itemised details of work done.

6. In case of problems
Let us know - We understand that there may be times that you are not happy with the
service we provide and may wish to make a complaint. To help us address these promptly and
effectively, please refer the matter to us in the first instance, preferably in writing.
Our response - As a condition of this Code of Practice, we maintain a written complaints
procedure and we advise you to familiarise yourself with it so that you know how we will deal
with and respond to any complaint.
Time to complete agreed actions - Remember that although we may be able to issue a
response or final decision to a complaint within the set timescales, this does not automatically
mean that we are able to complete any agreed remedial action within the same timescales
(e.g. we may be reliant on parts supply from a third party, etc.).
If you remain dissatisfied - If we have issued our response and/or final decision and you
remain dissatisfied, or we have failed to respond within the specified timescales, you may
refer the matter to the NCC Informal Dispute Resolution Service. If that service fails to resolve
the complaint, it can be escalated to the Independent Case Examiner (the Examiner).
Other means of redress - Please remember that, while the Examiner’s final decision will be
binding on both you and us, you are free to seek other legal means of redress if you wish to
do so - either before or after your complaint has been considered. Please note though that
the outcome/decision of any case referred to the Examiner may be taken into account by any
other redress provider (e.g. Arbitrator/other Independent Case Examiner/ Ombudsman) and
vice versa.
Further Information - For additional information about complaint handling, please refer to
Chapter 7 of the Code and/or the guidance on the Code website.
(www.approveddealers.co.uk)
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Our members’ commitment to you
In addition to the main provisions
within this Code, we will:
n

Satisfy the criteria and comply with the rules for membership of the NCC

n

Comply with all the provisions of this Code

n

Display the NCC Approved Dealership logo in our marketing and on our website to confirm our
commitment to it

n

Maintain adequate and appropriate insurance to protect you

n

Ensure that our staff are suitably trained and competent in their roles and are fully aware of,
and comply with, all our responsibilities under the Code

n

Ensure that our business, its products and services comply with industry rules, standards and
agreements and all relevant laws and statutory regulations

n

Have in place, adopt and regularly review written policies and procedures for key business
aspects such as customer service, complaints handling and Health and Safety

n

Be authorised by the appropriate authority (e.g.: Financial Services Authority), where
necessary, to carry out any regulated financial activities

n

Comply with Data Protection requirements and ensure that customers consent to their details
being passed on to third parties

n

Comply with the spirit of the Code, act with integrity by conducting our business in an honest,
fair and professional manner exercise due care, skill and diligence and not bring the Code or
Scheme into disrepute

n

Monitor our compliance with the Code at least annually and facilitate NCC assessments on a
regular basis

n

Carry out regular customer satisfaction surveys and respond positively to any feedback as part
of a continuous improvement philosophy

continued...
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Our members’ commitment to you
continued...

1. Marketing and Advertising
1. Our marketing will feature the current NCC Approved Dealership logo.
2. We will ensure there is nothing confusing or misleading in our marketing and advertising,
promotions or publications (including any comparisons with other dealerships).
3. We will ensure our marketing and advertising is clear and accurate.
4. We will ensure we comply fully with all legislation and regulations relevant to marketing
		 and advertising.
5. Where marketing and advertising refer to ‘guarantee’ or ‘warranty’, we will ensure full
warranty terms are available. Your statutory rights will not be affected.
6. We will ensure that any advertised/quoted prices will include an ‘on the road/ready
		 for use’ price.
7. We will clearly state any restrictions which are attached to sales offers and/or promotions.

2. Initial Enquiry and Request for Information
before buying
1. We will advise you on how the range of products or services we offer will best suit your
requirements to help you formulate a precise view. Our advice will be clear, objective and
		impartial.
2. We will provide, and make readily available, general literature on motorhoming and
touring parks from reputable sources (e.g. ourselves, manufacturers, the NCC,
The Caravan Club, The Camping and Caravanning Club).
3. We will ensure our website points you to independent and reputable sources of
		 information on motorhoming and touring parks, etc.
4. We will ensure you are able to browse our new and used Motorhome models display area
		 unhindered or with our guidance, whichever you prefer - for assistance, please ask.

3. Buying a New or Used Motorhome
1. We will ensure that the Motorhome we supply is a model that has been manufactured to
an NCC Approved scheme (or prior certification scheme) standard, unless expressly
		 advised to you in writing.
2. A member of our sales team will take you through the order process. He/she will start by
asking you to confirm as precisely as you can your personal requirements for a new or used
		 Motorhome and the price range you have in mind.
3. We will ensure our sales staff and/or sales agents do not give sales advice, or use
techniques, which place undue or improper pressure on you and if you are a vulnerable
		 customer, we will meet your needs appropriately.
4. We will advise you whether your driving licence permits you to drive your preferred model.
In the unlikely event that your licence will not permit you to drive it, we shall advise your
		 best course of action.
continued...
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Our members’ commitment to you
continued...

5. We will ask you for details of any extras or accessories you may wish to purchase with your
		 new or used Motorhome, e.g. awning, satellite TV, etc. and explain fully to you the
concept of payloads and the impact of your choices on the weight of personal effects you
may be permitted to carry whilst driving, before you are required to commit to the
		purchase.
6. We will check and keep records of the provenance of all used Motorhomes before resale
to a new owner including checking that there is no outstanding finance and/or that it has
not been written off in an accident.
7. Where applicable, we will discuss the terms and agree an offer price, subject to our
inspection, for any part exchange Motorhome. If the Motorhome is not present at the
time of ordering, we shall need to view the part exchange and will only be able to confirm
		 its valuation after we have inspected it.
8. We will explain the amount of deposit we require on ordering, how it may be paid and the
terms (including cancellation or refunds) under which we hold it.
9. We will ensure our Terms and Conditions of sale are clear, fair and reasonable and will not
affect your statutory rights.
10. Where we are authorised to do so, and where applicable, we will offer finance on
the purchase of the Motorhome. A specialist advisor will provide you with full details prior
		 to your commitment.
11. Where we are authorised to do so, we will offer insurance on your Motorhome.
		 Otherwise, we may tell you where you can source information on Motorhome insurance.
12. We will give you an estimate of the likely date for delivery of your order from
		 the manufacturer.
13. We will explain to you each line of the itemised Order Form and ask you to sign it after
		 reading and checking it.

4. Delivery/Handover of your Motorhome
1. We will contact you in good time to agree a date and time when your order will be ready
for collection/delivery.
2. We shall submit your new Motorhome to a rigorous pre-delivery inspection process and
confirm in writing to you that this has been completed.
3. If you are collecting a used Motorhome, we will ensure the base vehicle has been
		 inspected, safety checked and serviced and that the habitation module has been
inspected, safety checked and serviced in our workshop (or an appointed AWS workshop)
and confirm in writing to you that both have been completed.
4. We shall explain to you all details you require to operate each of the Motorhome
		 appliances. You will be asked to sign a declaration that you have received this explanation.
5. We will give you details of our aftersales service when you take delivery of your
Motorhome. We will also tell you, if we provide such services, about our shop, our
Approved Workshop Scheme (AWS) service centre and/or our contracted AWS centre(s)
		 or agents.

continued...
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Our members’ commitment to you
continued...

6. We will ensure you are provided with a copy of the manufacturer’s handbook relating to
your new Motorhome. Depending on the age of the product, and subject to availability,
		 we will give you a copy of the manufacturer’s handbook relating to your used Motorhome.
7. We shall ask you to participate in a Consumer Feedback survey which will be used by the
		 Scheme to assess how we have performed and the degree to which we have met your
		expectations.

5. Motorhome Warranties
New Motorhome Warranties
1. We will make clear that the terms and conditions of warranties, for both the vehicle and
habitation module, can differ considerably and specifically draw your attention to
warranty terms in relation to: (a) where warranty repairs can be undertaken (often these
can be undertaken only by the supplying dealership); (b) where servicing can be carried
out; (c) who can undertake servicing (usually this includes any agent within the
manufacturer’s own network or who the manufacturer has recognised as ‘competent’);
(d) whether servicing by an agent who is not recognised as ‘competent’ by the
		 manufacturer is likely to invalidate the warranty.
2. We will transfer the unexpired portion of any new product warranty to a new owner where
the warranty allows and where relevant conditions have been observed (e.g. as regards
servicing and repairs). If the warranty conditions have not been observed, or we cannot
confirm that they have, we will bring this to your attention.
3. We will supply you with the manufacturer’s new product warranty document upon delivery
		 of your new Motorhome and draw to your attention its main provisions.
4. We will ask the manufacturer to extend the warranty period on your behalf in the event
that your Motorhome is off the road during the first two years for an extended period for
the approved rectification of warranty faults.

Used Motorhome Warranties
5. We will advise you, wherever possible, whether or not a manufacturer’s warranty has
		 expired on a used Motorhome.
6. If we offer our own or a non-manufacturer warranty, we will ensure it sets out (a) the
claims procedures, (b) relevant contact information, and (c) items/charges specifically
included in, or excluded from, its provisions. We will provide you with a statement that the
warranty will not affect your statutory rights.

6. Replacement Parts, Accessories and Aftersales Service
1. We will continue to provide you with aftersales support and assistance following the purchase
of your Motorhome and/or accessories and liaise with manufacturers on your behalf
		 regarding availability of replacement parts both during and outside any warranty period.
2. We will only use parts that are of a satisfactory quality. We will guarantee parts for a
		 minimum period.
3. We will use our best endeavours to ensure the delivery of spare parts within a reasonable
period of time, reflecting standard industry practice, and will keep you informed as
		appropriate.
continued...
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Our members’ commitment to you
continued...

7. Complaint Handling
1. Complaints should be made to us in writing in the first instance - we will maintain a clear
and formal written complaints procedure and tell you what this is
2. We will take effective and immediate action to try and resolve any customer complaint.
3. We will:
a. Acknowledge your complaint, in writing or by phone, within 2 working days of receipt
b. We will issue an initial response or a final decision, in writing, as soon as possible or at
the latest within 10 working days of complaint receipt
c. If we issue an initial response and you notify us that it does not resolve your complaint,
we will issue a final decision, in writing, as soon as possible or at the latest within a
further 5 working days
d. In all instances, if we legitimately need more time to investigate and manage your
complaint (e.g.: because it involves another party), we will provide written reasons why
			 and an estimate of the date when we expect to be able to issue an initial response or
final decision.
e. Keep a complaints log which will be available for inspection by NCC assessors.
4. We will keep you informed either by letter or e-mail, whichever you prefer.
5. For all complaints we will provide either a response and/or a final decision in writing.
Any final decision will include details of the NCC Informal Dispute Resolution Service and
the Independent Case Examiner (the Examiner) in case you require independent redress.
		
		

Please note that the Examiner will only consider complaints that have been first sent
to, and considered by, the NCC Informal Dispute Resolution Service.

6. If you are not satisfied with our final decision, or if we exceed the response timescales
(see 3 above), you should then refer your complaint to the NCC for informal dispute
resolution. If this fails to resolve your complaint or if the NCC Informal Dispute Resolution
Service is not able to handle your complaint, the NCC will escalate your complaint to the
Examiner. We will co-operate fully with the Examiner during an investigation and comply
with his final decision which is binding on us both. Please note an administration fee of £60
(including VAT) will be charged by the NCC should you wish to use the Examiner service.
This fee is refundable only if the Examiner finds in your favour, subject to his discretion.
		 There are no other charges to you for using the service.
7. We will liaise, at your request, with anyone acting formally on your behalf (e.g. Trading
Standards, Citizens Advice Bureau, Consumer Advice Centre, etc.).
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Explanatory Notes, Copyright and
Contact Information
n

This Code is not intended to benefit those who use Motorhomes as part of their
business activities.

n

None of the terms contained in this Code shall affect your rights under the relevant consumer
legislation and regulations.

n

Throughout the Code, reference to one gender shall include the other gender and reference to
the singular shall include the plural.

n

No part of this document may be reproduced in any form without the prior written permission
of the NCC. The full Code can be viewed on our website.

Contact Information
The NCC,
Catherine House,
Victoria Road,
Aldershot,
Hampshire GU11 1SS
Tel No: 01252 318251
Fax No: 01252 322596
E-mail:
info@thencc.org.uk
Websites:
www.thencc.org.uk or
www.approveddealerships.co.uk
© 2012 National Caravan Council Limited
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Appendix 1 - Definitions
The following terms are used throughout the Code and are defined as follows:
‘Advertising’

Any activity to promote or publicise us, our services or the Motorhome
(whether in writing or otherwise, including electronic media).

‘Assessor’

An independent, impartial and suitably experienced/qualified person,
appointed by the NCC, who performs assessments on our business in order to
verify our compliance with this Code.

‘Associated
services’

Any activity, ancillary to the sale of a Motorhome, which we offer a consumer,
including the sale of spare parts, accessories, tents, awnings and products from
our shop, where applicable. This excludes products and services related to
servicing, maintenance and repair activities conducted by our workshop,
which are covered by a separate Code.

‘Business’

An on-going trade, profession or occupation carried out for the purpose of
gain or reward.

‘Code’

This Consumer Code of Practice.

‘Commitment’

A promise/express assurance on which expectation is to be based.

‘Consumer’

A person who acquires goods and services for his own personal needs. Includes
and describes the owner/end user of any product as described in the Code, any
person enquiring about purchasing a new or used product and any person
buying services from us (e.g. accessories).

‘Consumer Code’

A Code of Practice that promotes and protects the interests of consumers and
establishes a benchmark for industry best practice.

‘Dealership’

Retailers of new and used Motorhomes. For new Motorhomes, the dealership is
authorised by the relevant manufacturer.

‘Independent
Case Examiner
(the Examiner)’

An independent, impartial and suitably experienced/qualified person, appointed
by the NCC, who investigates and makes decisions on unresolved complaints.

‘Manufacturer’

The Motorhome manufacturer (is taken to include an official importer).

‘Member’

The scheme member participating in the NCC Approved Dealership scheme.

‘Motorhome’

The product itself (also sometimes known as a recreational vehicle - RV)

‘NCC’

Means The National Caravan Council.

‘NCC Approved’

A badge that identifies that NCC members’ product or consumer service
standards meets minimum requirements and standards.

‘NCC Approved
Dealership logo’

The logo shown on the front of this document.

continued...
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Appendix 1 - Definitions
continued...

‘NCC Approved
scheme’

A scheme that demonstrates the business’s commitment to its customers to
protect their interests, treat them fairly and honestly and maintain high
standards. The Consumer Code is at the heart of the scheme and establishes
a benchmark for industry best practice and quality customer service which is
then monitored and policed through the scheme.

‘NCC Informal
Dispute Resolution
Service’

A service operated by the NCC aimed at delivering a mutually agreeable
outcome to an unresolved complaint between us.

‘Obligation’

A binding promise or contract.

‘Owner’

The individual (you) in possession of the Motorhome.

‘Product’

A new or used Motorhome.

‘Promise’

An express assurance on which expectation is to be based.

‘Scheme’

The NCC Approved Dealership scheme.

‘Warranty’

Is taken to include the manufacturer’s warranty and any extension offered
by the dealership on a new Motorhome. It also includes any warranty offered
by us on a used Motorhome.

‘We/our/us’

The scheme member of the NCC participating in the NCC Approved
Dealership scheme and offering a sales and aftersales service.

‘Working Days’

Means Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, excluding
Bank Holidays.

‘You/your’

The purchaser of the Motorhome or associated service.
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